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About This Game

Story:

Player character cyborg has got now new human looking transform. Player mission is to start from level 1 and kill enemies and
find each level teleport which transfers to new level.

Gameplay:

Cyborg Invasion Shooter 3 is shooter and runner game.
Game has 9 different levels. Every level player character mission is to find teleport gate which transfer player to next level.

Arrows will help player to tell right direction. There is unlocked level system, so player need start for level 1. Levels are
different themed like: mountains, subways, antarctics, caves etc. After finishing last level player is teleported back to main

menu.
Each map contain different enemies, such as soldiers with weapons, automatic turrets, flying enemies. Levels contain also
soldiers with shields which is more powerful enemy. Each level has 2 to 3 checkpoints, where you can respawn if you die.

The player has 4 types of weapons, besides melee weapons, such as kicks.
The player can also collect ammo and health pick-ups

Features:

- 9 Levels
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- Level progression, unlocked levels. Player need finish level to achieve and unlock next level

- Checkpoint system
- Ammo pick-ups

- Options menu where basic graphic settings
- 4 diffrent enemies:

  - Flying enemies
  - Turret enemies
  - Soldier enemies

  - Miniboss soldiers with shields
- 4 weapons: 2 sci-fi pistols, one rifle and one shotgun
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Title: Cyborg Invasion Shooter 3: Savior Of The World
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Tero Lunkka, BlackThug
Publisher:
Tero Lunkka
Franchise:
Tero Lunkka
Release Date: 11 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 8

Processor: i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nvidia 900 series

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct x9

English
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Old but gold.. WOW! I haven't played this game in a couple years. Hey noticed there was an added character. Surprise! So much
more content. There are a ton of levels now, movement animations have improved significantly. Its literally a 2000s Final Fight
now. There is a lot of flair in the animations and special effects. Have had the game for almost 3 years now and still in Early
Access, its pretty much a finished game honestly, but it hasn't been abandoned and from my own experience here, they really
have improved so much, I don't remember there actually being much of a story, now there is a cheesy hilarious low budget
comic style story that you scroll through, gotta have that! The graphics and sound are really good, it has a shiny cyberpunk
theme going on. There is an over use of reflections, but honestly it gives the game character. When the game came out it was a
6\/10, now its an 8\/10, kudos Pelikan13, you did done good!. S-L-O-W and choppy frame rates, even on a 2080ti.

S-L-O-W downloads unless you pay out for a first class ticket.

This is 2019 not 1999 for heavens sake!

Badly needs optimising and the ridiculous download speed and cap needs removing.

Until then it's a no from me!

3\/10. It's a low budget soma ;D Definitely too short and that's the only minus. If u like horror games where u can't kill anyone ,
Phantaruk will be the good choice.. Tag "Casual" is definitely not suitable for this game. It is a true hardcore old school puzzle
with a lot of things to do and plenty of different mechanics to explore and learn. Despite giving it a positive review, I can't
recommend Molecats for everyone. If you want to play some mindless nice-looking casual time killer, you should absolutely
stay away from this game.

Turning to actual gameplay, it is really difficult to describe it - it would be the best to try it yourself. Several first levels can be
deceptively easy, however, difficulty rises really quickly and in no time you start to use levers for rotating tiles, avoid Molecat-
eating flowers, use some kinds of multidimensional elevators and so on. In addition, controls are steadily becoming more
sophisticated while you progress through the game because of acquiring some additional powers to use.

Finally, be aware of the fact that this game has just recently been released in Early Access. That is why it still has some issues
with controls, some hints and indicators can be quite unclear and the game even crashed for me once. Therefore, it can be better
to wait for a full release if you want a smooth experience. On the other hand, developers are quite active and responsive. For
example, I had some issues with my xbox360 controller, which were solved with a patch in less than a day.

So, does this game worth its price tag? Absolutely!
Is it suitable for everyone? No.
Nonetheless, I totally recommend giving it a try if you like complicated puzzles with unique gameplay.

UPD. Have just finished all the levels available. Have to say that the second chapter was a lot more fun for me; it has some
really interesting and enjoyable puzzles. Looking forward to new levels!. Foster with Tiddies. Bought it, did not get the mount,
DLC shows on my library but the item is not in-game,had to buy it again and it's really expensive. Haven't played the game yet,
but if it's anything like the soundtrack, it's clearly phenomenal. Seriously one of the best moody instrumental albums I've heard in
a long time; and believe me, I listen to a lot of moody instrumental albums these days.

  Value-wise: sure, it ain't cheap, but it's long. So it's up to you whether you wait for a sale. But if you dig largely ambient
soundscapes with the occasional genuinely affecting melody: an absolute must-buy.

  Verdict: 9.5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!)
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4\/10
Promising game. Very frustrating. 1st playthrough a vital piece of a puzzle dropped through the floor. Unable to continue.
Restart. Second playthrough, dropped another vital piece of a puzzle which I could see on the floor, but couldn't pick up because
it was below the floor parameters Steam had set for VR. Restart. Third playthrough. Must keep this vital thing, brought it up to
my face to look closely at it, and it pinged off god knows where. There will be no fourth playthrough.
This game is broken, and life is too short for this kind of nonsense. Avoid.. Ridiculously overpowered race, never gonna play
against them again, it just ruins the game. Very difficult, very surreal runner with a vaporwave aesthetic that somehow becomes
a philosophical horror game the more you try to beat it.

Immerse yourself. Deny your thoughts.. Why my game graphics is bugged, i dont recomend this game if it's not playable
http:\/\/imgur.com\/kotwsS3
. It's buggy and janky in a way that only low-budget Russian games are, but it's a brilliant masterpiece in every other way.. Too
hard, and not in an interesting way. I want to like it. I play many "hard" roguish games like Teleglitch, Cogmind, Darkest
Dungeon, and Sword of the Stars: The Pit. This is just stupid. The mobs get ridiculous very quickly(by the second level it takes
upwards of 20-30 shots to kill a mob). The levels can generate badly leaving you in a hole, or unable to reach the teleporter, or
backtracking for 3-4 minutes which sharply raises the difficulty(as per the built-in mechanic). You have to fight the bosses
while dodging dozens of mobs, and activating the boss quickly is the "easiest" way to do it. Definitely a masochists game--not
for me.
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